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n their own words, here’s the advice travelers from our 2019 hiking trip have to offer future
travelers with Experience Israel Now. This anonymous survey was sent out immediately after
our trip and 19 of our 25 travelers responded to it. If you’re headed to Israel with EIN in the
near future, read these results carefully! You’ll find advice here on everything from how much
money to take with you for souvenirs to what to expect from the food we eat!

Q1

Q2

Our visits to biblical locations
The places where we stayed
Teaching from our tour guide
Teaching from Pastor Andy
Our times of singing
The food we ate
Our shopping opportunities
The evening gathering after dinner
Other (please add comments)

Q3

I would have liked better
places of lodging.
I would have liked less
time on the bus.
I wanted to see another site.

I can’t think of anything that
could have made it better.

Q4

Physical preparation is important.

Spiritual preparation is important.
Having the study guide during this
trip is important.
Preparing for an outside experience
in seasonal weather is important.
Being flexible and adapting to change
is important.

Q5

No, I didn’t.
Yes. I printed it out on paper and
used it throughout the trip.
Yes. I stored it on my phone or tablet
and used it throughout the trip.
I used it before leaving, but did
not take it on the trip.
How can we improve upon the study
guide? (Please add comments.)

A companion study guide
that’s made for your group!
Your cover. Your photo. Your
message. Your itinerary. Your call
on what’s included or added.
Google Earth stills make for
instant understanding of where
you are and why you’ve gone
there. Informative articles on tels,
Shabbat, the holidays and the
timeline of the Week of Passion.
Books to read when your travelers
get home. A back page promoting
future travel opportunities.

A note on our unique
study guides:
You’ll get a personalized study
guide designed just for your
trip in a few weeks. You can
print it out on paper, store it
on a phone or other electronic
device ... or both. You’ll find
it to be an incredible aid in
understanding what we see
each day.

Q6

Q7

I felt very safe.

I felt safe most of the time.
I had a couple of unsettling
moments.
I felt unsafe most of the time.

I felt very unsafe.

Q8

This trip had no significant impact
on my life.
This trip gave me a new insight on
reading the Bible.
This trip awakened a passion within
me to become a more committed
follower of Christ.
This trip gave me a new love for the
modern-day State of Israel.
This trip convinced me that the message
of the Bible is historically true.

Other (please specify).

Q9

It’s important to plan how you’ll
spend time on the plane.
It’s difficult to sleep on a plane.
Planning how to accomplish this
is very important.
Security processes at airports
can be very frustrating.
Prepare for delays.
Packing some food from home
for the journey is a good idea.
Other (please specify).

IN THEIR OWN WORDS:
“I’m still talking about this trip weeks later!”
“The places we stayed and the food we ate were perfectly fine. We enjoyed them. They were just not the main
things for us. The hotels and food and shopping were not why we went to Israel. The other things were. As for
other, we loved the hiking where we were off the beaten path of many other visitors.”

“Every day I kept saying this is my favorite day and
then the next day I would say the same thing. It would
be impossible to pick my favorite!”
“The interactions with other members of the group were a blessing. Some of my favorite moments were
watching others, completely in awe of what they were seeing and making the connection between these awe
inspiring moments and their readings from the Bible. There seemed to be many more spiritual moments on
the hiking tour (more time to speak with one another, compare notes and add information to those spiritual
moments).

I enjoyed everything about my trip. Planning to return
two years. I love singing - just thankful for the verse that
says make a joyful noise! Enjoyed your guitar, Andy, and
singing. Loved singing in the cave! The times we gathered
after dinner I enjoyed but also enjoyed our times of sitting
around the table and talking there. Loved our food - so
many different types - I tried to have something different
each night. And the salad buffet for breakfast - yum!

in

“Seeing more is better,
but there is only so much
time. I think everything was
planned and executed well.”
“We did so much - maybe more time at some places to
really listen to what God was saying to me. But then that
would have shortened the time some where else. I was in
awe every place we went. Tried to take it all in.”
“The only way that I can think of to make the Israel
experience better is to add days to the trip. The
Biblical aspects of the trip are outstanding, but there
is so much more history embedded in Israel that it
almost overwhelming.”

is

“Find some hills and practice
a lot! It’s not just physical
activity but hill training!”
“It is helpful to read the Study Guide beforehand. Also, it
is important to read everything you send beforehand, You
already give many helpful tips that helped us a lot. I also
believe that praying for God to open my eyes to new truths of the scripture made a difference. He did just that!”
“I tend to feel more secure as a tourist in Israel than in many parts of America. (The people of Israel
understand the importance of the tourist trade and they tend to ensure the security of the travelers.)”
“The first night I really noticed the security around our hotel. At first I was alarmed, but then I realized that
they were there to keep me safe. And realized how dedicated they are to protecting their land.”

